
Naturally 

Nazareth 

100% Domestic 

Wool  

 

Aran Weight 

1 Skein  

 

18 sts=4” 

Gauge is not very 

important for this 

project 

Single Point needles 

size US #8  

Darning Needle  

6” or 7” zipper 

1 button 

128 size 13 (or larger)

beads for beaded 

detail 

Hand sewing thread 

and needle for  

sewing zipper 

Finished pouch  

measures approx 9” 

wide and 5” tall 

 
 

This felted pouch can hold your knitting notions or other treasures.  

Make it using one of the variegated colors of Naturally Nazareth, or  

alternate colors working 2 rows of each color. Instructions for Beaded 

details are included, or decorate it another way — with buttons or dry 

needle felting. Your imagination is the only limit.  

Felted Notions Pouch 
by Judy Head 

Easy 



Felted Notions Pouch 
Begin: CO 22 sts 

Row 1:  K 

Row 2-5:  K across row and CO 5 sts at end of row. (42 sts) 

Side of pouch: Adjust the depth of pouch by working fewer or more rows at this point. 

K 30 rows 

Bottom of pouch: May change color here if desired. 

K 20 rows 

Other Side of pouch: Work same number of rows as first side. 

K 30 rows 

End: 

Row 1-4: BO 5 sts and K to end of row (22 sts) 

BO all sts.  

Handle: CO 48 sts. 

K 4 rows and BO all sts. 

Beaded Detail: String all the beads onto “B” color yarn with a thin darning needle and hold beads in reserve. To place bead, 
abbreviated PB, bring yarn to front of work. Slip stitch knit wise and move 1 bead from reserve into place. Take yarn to 
back, keeping bead snugly in place to sit in front of slipped stitch. 

Using color “A” Row 1-2: K 

Using color “B” Row 3: K 3, *PB, K 4; rep from * ending with K 3. 

Using color “B” Row 4:  K without beads 

Repeat Rows 1-4 for both sides of the pouch. Bottom of pouch is knitted without beads. 

Finishing: Fold pouch in half and loosely sew side seams and weave in ends. Place pouch and handle in lingerie bag for felt-
ing. Run one cycle in washing machine using a small load setting with hot water. You can also include an old towel to 
help balance the load in the machine. Air dry both pieces. 

Turn pouch inside out and sew seams more securely if needed. Sew corners to form a flat bottom for the pouch (see detail 
photo above). Turn right side out and place pouch and handle in lingerie bag to felt a second time and air dry. 

The opening at top of pouch will be longer than zipper, which will be adjusted in the final step. Center zipper along 
opening and using hand sewing needle and thread, sew zipper in place.  

Place one end of handle at the bottom end of zipper and with hand sewing thread securely sew handle to end of zipper 
tape. Use thread to sew other end of the handle to the small hole of the zipper pull. Sew the button to cover the join of 
handle to zipper pull for decoration. 

Turn pouch inside out and sew with yarn a line connecting the end of zipper to the side seam. This will close any gap 
between the zipper beginning and end and the side seams. Turn right side out. 

Web Sits for sewing techniques: http://knitting.about.com/od/finishingtouches/ht/add-zipper.htm 

Detail showing bottom of bag  


